
My article for Conservative Home – a
more productive and less costly state

Conservatives want more prosperity and happiness for the many. We believe
that greater freedom, lower tax rates, and more enterprise is the best way to
bring that about. We do not want an ever bigger state taxing too much,
driving people into dependence, and forcing people to conform.

In the second half of the last century, Europe conducted a great experiment.
Eastern Europe with Russia adopted the single currency of the rouble,
widespread nationalisation, a customs union, social housing, and education
based on conformity, with approved state thoughts and technology pioneered in
government labs.

Western Europe allowed more free enterprise, variety of thought, widespread
private ownership of homes and businesses, and substantial competition in
everything from technology to service provision.

The West was the clear winner, achieving far higher living standards and
greater happiness and freedoms for citizens; we won the technological war
(after early successes for the USSR with space travel) when the USA put a man
on the moon and announced the Star Wars anti-missile system.

The disfiguring wall dividing the two Berlins was put in by the communists to
keep their people in against their will. Whilst Westerners were free to go
east if the East allowed them, the USSR ended up having to shoot people to
deter more from trying to flee their state controlled society.

In this century, however, there has been a notable failure to follow up on
the great successes of freedom, free enterprise, and democracy.

It is true the USA has exploited its success to drive the amazing digital
revolution and take the top slots in the global corporate world, creating the
main players in software, mobile computing, online retailing, social media,
and downloaded entertainment. Yet there is now a drift in the UK, the USA and
the EU away from the idea that free peoples can achieve great things, towards
a view that state planning, higher taxes, and more subsidies, bans, and rules
are necessary to success.

As Paul Goodman has warned when setting up the ConservativeHome study of how
we can manage with less government, the current big-government trends
threaten us with higher taxes, poorer people, and worse public services.

The search for ideas to help strengthen families, foster better education.
and allow more well-paid jobs is an essential task.

We cannot afford great free healthcare and more generous welfare for those
who cannot obtain a good job without growing the economy and raising
productivity; both those aims require us to help more people into well-paid
work where, aided by new technology, the pay reflects productivity.
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And it is true that young people who come from loving and supportive homes
have more chance of doing well than those who suffer from a lack of adult
care and respect for them; that people who gain good skills and
qualifications from education will get the better-paid jobs.

Of the three areas covered by the Reducing Demand for Government series,
education saw the most radical ideas advanced. There is a general wish to see
the free school revolution completed, with more schools becoming academies.
Those academies should pursue excellence, offering more out of hours
activities with a richer range of options, foster greater parental
engagement, and offer better pay and staffing arrangements.

The implication is people want more parental and pupil choice, and a system
where in most places there is a genuine choice of school. This will lead to
more parental engagement and more gentle competitive pressure to achieve
higher standards and a broader range of activities, including public speaking
(now called oracy), music, and sports.

Places should be paid for by the state but chosen by parents and pupils; they
become the clients who can go elsewhere if the school disappoints.

There is also a wish to see some expansion of grammar schools, with the
provision of new ones where communities want them. There is much pent up
demand for grammar places, and tensions where there are boundaries between
grammar provision and no grammar provision. Grammar schools remain a good way
to educate the more academically-minded. and allow children from all
backgrounds to compete more successfully against pupils from the best-endowed
private schools.

On jobs, contributors shared the Government’s concern about dubious degrees
that do not lead easily to well-paid careers. Now many are educated to the
age of 21 it is important the last three years (usually paid for by a loan)
are well used, with an eye to employment success.

There is enthusiasm for plans to reform welfare further to make sure that, in
all cases, working is worthwhile, and to provide financial and other support
to those who have difficulties in adapting to a normal working regime. Others
wished to remove the ready supply of cheap labour from abroad, which the
Treasury thinks is an aid to growth.

Suffice to say, that belief is wrong – and not just because it relies on
looking at output rather than output per head. The Treasury also fails to 
take into account the big costs entailed by the extra (subsidised homes),
surgeries, hospitals, schools, and utility provision needed to cater to the
inflow, or the impact on productivity of persevering with low-paid jobs
instead of investing in people and machine power so real incomes rise.

One wide-ranging contribution proposed fewer prison and fewer pills, more
childcare close to home, and more at-home care. This could help social
progress, with more people freed to work and fewer dependent on state
institutions.
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A carbon border tax, on the other hand, would just add to the inflation and
inefficiencies which emissions taxes already impose, whilst the idea that we
need to devolve more power to elected mayors misses the point: that we want
government to get out of the way of enterprise, not impose more taxes on us
to pay for more government direction.

Planning reform is always popular and probably necessary, as the current
system does impose huge costs and delays.

The ideas for stronger families all had merit; most took the form of offering
better tax breaks or more subsidies to ease the pressures on family budgets.

It would indeed to be good to leave families with more of their own money to
spend, and supplement those who cannot for understandable reasons get the
better paid jobs to pay the bills. Conservatives should favour more by way of
tax cuts, cementing the link between work and better living standards.

There is also a case for greater fairness in tax between the couple where
both go to work and the couple where one stays at home to look after the
children whilst they are young.

However, as both the wish to improve education and to offer more help to
families require more public spending, not less, these plans only make sense
if government is willing to be tougher in other areas. Here are a few ways it
could do so.

Stop the Bank of England selling more bonds at large losses, as the Treasury
could do. Place a freeze on Civil Service and quango recruitment to start to
reverse the plunge in public sector productivity in recent years (whilst
allowing additional recruitment of teachers, medics and uniformed personnel).

Delay the state costs of carbon capture and storage schemes until world
competition and the private sector have come up with cheaper and better
answers, and suspend, now most who want one have one, the free roll out of
smart meters. Reduce grants for anti-vehicle schemes.

Move more Civil Service staff out of expensive central London offices, and
get some property savings from the new pattern of part-homeworking. Stop
local authorities borrowing to buy property and other investments that they
do not need for their own activities.

Sell the remaining shares in Nat West and privatise Channel 4. Stop issuing
so much index-linked debt, and shift to borrowing more for longer periods to
get the debt costs down a bit.

There are many more ways of taking a good few billions out of current
budgets. We need only ministers with the will to do it.


